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In buoyant spirits, our great leader Chairman Mao reviews the parade from Tien An Men rostrum.
Our great leader Chairman Mao and his close comrade-in-arms Vice-Chairman Lin Piao on Tien An Men rostrum.

Vice-Chairman Lin Piao speaks at the rally celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China.
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Comrades and Friends,

Today is the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the great People’s Republic of China. On this occasion when the people throughout the country are joyously celebrating this glorious festival, on behalf of our great leader Chairman Mao, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the Government of the People’s Republic of China, I salute
the working class, poor and lower-middle peasants, Red Guards, revolutionary cadres and revolutionary intellectuals of all nationalities of our country! Salute the heroic Chinese People's Liberation Army! Salute all those people and overseas Chinese who love our socialist motherland! A warm welcome and greetings to our comrades and friends coming from various countries of the world!

On the eve of the founding of the People's Republic of China, our great leader Chairman Mao solemnly proclaimed to the whole world: The Chinese people comprising one quarter of humanity have now stood up. From the very day of its birth, the great socialist New China, like the sun rising in the east, illuminates every corner of the land with a brilliant flame. From then on, the history of our country has entered a completely new era!

In the past twenty years, the entire Chinese people, under the brilliant leadership of our great leader Chairman Mao, following Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line, maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in our own hands, relying on our own efforts, waging arduous struggles and working hard, have transformed a backward semi-feudal and semi-colonial old China into an advanced socialist New China. Our motherland has undergone earth-shaking changes.

In the course of struggle over the past twenty years, we have consolidated the political power of the proletariat, victoriously smashed the subversive schemes and disruptive activities of the enemies at home and abroad and achieved great successes in socialist revolution and socialist construction. While carrying out socialist revolution on the economic front, we have also carried out socialist revolution on the political, ideological and cultural fronts. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution personally initiated and led by Chairman Mao has completely
shattered the bourgeois headquarters headed by the renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-ch'i and smashed their plot to restore capitalism. The unprecedented wide dissemination of great Mao Tsetung Thought and its being grasped by hundreds of millions of people are changing enormously people's mental outlook and promoting the steady development of our cause of socialism. Our socialist motherland is thriving and growing ever more prosperous. The people of all nationalities of our country are more united than ever before. The dictatorship of the proletariat has become even more consolidated. The great socialist China, standing like a giant in the East, has become a powerful political force against imperialism and revisionism.

All our victories are victories of Mao Tsetung Thought and of Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line. The practice of our socialist revolution proves that the theory, line, principles and policies of continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat advanced by our great leader Chairman Mao constitute most important new contributions to the theory and practice of Marxism-Leninism and have opened up a brilliant road for consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat, preventing capitalist restoration and carrying the socialist revolution through to the end after the seizure of political power by the proletariat. From their protracted struggles, the people of the whole country have come to realize the truth: Closely following our great leader Chairman Mao means victory.

At the Party's Ninth National Congress of far-reaching historical significance, Chairman Mao issued the great call "Unite to win still greater victories", which has greatly inspired the fighting will of the people throughout the country.

Now we must continue to hold aloft the banner of unity for victory of the Party's Ninth Congress, carry out in an all-round
way the fighting tasks set forth by the congress and implement all Chairman Mao's proletarian policies. We must carry on in a more extensive and deep-going way the mass movement for the living study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought and do an even better job of ideological revolutionization. We must firmly grasp revolutionary mass criticism, carry out the tasks of struggle-criticism-transformation conscientiously and carry the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution through to the end and further consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat. We must resolutely carry out Chairman Mao's great strategic policy "Be prepared against war, be prepared against natural disasters, and do everything for the people"; grasp revolution, promote production and other work and preparedness against war; go all out, aim high and achieve greater, faster, better and more economical results in building socialism and start a new upsurge in revolution and production.

Comrades! We must rally even more closely around the Party's Central Committee headed by Chairman Mao and strengthen the Party's centralized and unified leadership. We must follow Chairman Mao's teachings, remain modest and prudent and guard against arrogance and rashness, continue to develop the vigorous proletarian revolutionary spirit, carry on for ever the glorious revolutionary tradition of hard struggle, bring into full play the initiative and creativeness of the broad masses and build our socialist motherland into a more prosperous and powerful country and build up a more powerful national defence.

In the past twenty years, most profound changes have taken place in the international situation. The revolutionary movement of the people of various countries is surging to unprecedented heights, while U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism are becoming more isolated than ever before. In order to extricate themselves
from the predicament of being beset with difficulties both at home and abroad, U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism are colluding and at the same time contending with each other, carrying out arms expansion and war preparations and wildly attempting to engineer a war of aggression against our country and flagrantly resorting to nuclear blackmail against us. In the relations between countries, China has always upheld the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence. Our stand is: We will not attack unless we are attacked; if we are attacked, we will certainly counter-attack. The people of the whole country must heighten their vigilance, strengthen preparedness against war and be ready at all times to wipe out all enemy intruders who dare to come. We are determined to liberate Taiwan. We warn U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism: The heroic Chinese people and Chinese People’s Liberation Army armed with Mao Tsetung Thought are invincible.

Should you insist on imposing a war on the Chinese people, we will keep you company and resolutely fight to the finish! On the vast land of China, wherever you go, there will be your burial ground!

We will always uphold proletarian internationalism and firmly support the heroic Albanian people in their struggle against imperialism and revisionism; firmly support the heroic Vietnamese people in carrying their war against U.S. aggression and for national salvation through to the end; firmly support the Laotian people in their just struggle against the invasion of Laos by U.S. imperialism and the reactionaries of Thailand; firmly support the Palestinian people and the people of all Arab countries in their just struggle against U.S. imperialism and Zionism; and firmly support the revolutionary struggles of all the oppressed nations and people of the five continents!
People of the world, unite and oppose the war of aggression launched by any imperialism or social-imperialism, especially one in which atom bombs are used as weapons! If such a war breaks out, the people of the world should use revolutionary war to eliminate the war of aggression, and preparations should be made right now!

Long live the great People's Republic of China!

Long live the great, glorious and correct Communist Party of China!

Long live the victory of Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line!

Long live invincible Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought!

Long live our great leader Chairman Mao! A long, long life to Chairman Mao!

PREMIER CHOU EN-LAI'S SPEECH
AT THE RECEPTION
CELEBRATING THE 20TH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF CHINA

(September 30, 1969)

Comrades and Friends,

Our great socialist motherland—the People's Republic of China—has triumphantly lived through twenty fighting years.

On this glorious festive occasion, on behalf of our great leader Chairman Mao and his close comrade-in-arms Vice-Chairman Lin Piao and on behalf of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China and the Government of the People's Republic of China, I extend the warmest congratulations and give a proletarian revolutionary salute to the representatives of the working class, poor and lower-middle peasants, Red Guards, revolutionary cadres and revolutionary intellectuals of all nationalities who have come from all parts of the country and to the representatives of the heroic Chinese People's Liberation Army, and cordial greetings to the broad masses of patriotic overseas Chinese and our patriotic fellow-countrymen in Hongkong and Macao, to our fellow-countrymen in Taiwan who are being oppressed and exploited by the U.S.-Chiang reactionaries and to all fellow-countrymen who love our socialist motherland!

Joining us today in joyously celebrating this festive occasion are delegations from friendly countries, comrades from fraternal Marxist-Leninist Parties, friends from mass organizations of various countries, fighters and heroes from the front of the struggle against U.S. imperialism and also comrades and friends from Asia, Africa, Latin America, Oceania, Europe and North America. We express our warm welcome and sincere thanks to them!

Comrades and Friends,

Twenty years ago, our great leader Chairman Mao solemnly proclaimed to the whole world: "Our nation will no longer be an insulted nation; we have stood up."

In the past twenty years, the Chinese people, under the leadership of Chairman Mao and the Communist Party of China, have smashed the sabotage and disruptive activities of the class enemies at home and abroad and, maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in our own hands, relying on our own efforts and working hard and waging arduous struggles to make our country prosperous, have won one victory after another in the socialist revolution and socialist construction. Particularly, as a result of the Great Pro-
The proletarian Cultural Revolution personally initiated and led by our great leader Chairman Mao, a handful of Party persons in power taking the capitalist road have been overthrown, renegades and hidden traitors have been dragged out, the mental outlook of the broad masses of the people has undergone profound changes and the dictatorship of the proletariat has been further consolidated and strengthened. At present, responding to Chairman Mao’s call “Unite to win still greater victories”, the people of the whole country are carrying out the fighting tasks set forth by the Ninth National Congress of the Communist Party of China. An invigorating and thriving atmosphere prevails throughout the country. A new upsurge is emerging in industrial and agricultural production and in the development of science and technology and culture and art. Our motherland has been transformed from a poor and backward semi-feudal and semi-colonial country bullied by others into a great socialist country which has persisted in the principle of maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in its own hands and has attained initial prosperity.

All our achievements in the past twenty years are great victories for Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and for Chairman Mao’s proletarian revolutionary line. Chairman Mao teaches us:

We are now engaged in a great and most glorious cause never before attempted by our forefathers. Our goal must be attained. Our goal can certainly be attained.

Let us unite still more closely around the Central Committee of the Party with Chairman Mao as its leader and Vice-Chairman Lin Piao as its deputy leader, hold aloft the great red banner of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, carry on in a deep-going way the mass movement for the living study and application
of Mao Tsetung Thought, persevere in the struggle between the two classes, the two lines and the two roads, firmly grasp revolutionary mass criticism, "carry out the tasks of struggle-criticism-transformation conscientiously", so as to ceaselessly push forward the socialist revolution and socialist construction and win new and still greater victories!

Comrades and Friends,

The present international situation is excellent. The revolutionary struggles of the people of various countries are vigorously developing and forcefully pounding at the reactionary rule of the imperialists and their lackeys. U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism are beset with difficulties both at home and abroad and are finding things tougher and tougher. In order to contend for spheres of influence and suppress the people of various countries, they chant peace while both of them actually engage in frenzied arms expansion and war preparations. They are stepping up their collusion in their attempt to form a ring of encirclement against China and carry out war threats against it. In order to cover up their ulterior motives, they slanderously counter-charge us with having so-called expansionist ambitions and even insinuate that we intend to launch a nuclear war.

From the very first day of the founding of the People’s Republic of China, we have declared explicitly that we firmly stand for the safeguarding of world peace and oppose wars of aggression. Ours is a true socialist country and we will never commit aggression against others. We develop nuclear weapons solely for defence and for breaking the nuclear monopoly, and our ultimate aim is to eliminate nuclear weapons. But the peace we uphold is one based on principles, that is, peace based on the Five Principles of mutual respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other’s internal affairs, equality
and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence. We will never barter away principles. Our great leader Chairman Mao said long ago: "We will not attack unless we are attacked; if we are attacked, we will certainly counter-attack." We must make full preparations against the war threats of U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism, including their nuclear war threats. If they should insist on imposing a war of aggression on us, we will firmly resist to the end until final victory.

The 700 million Chinese people armed with Mao Tsetung Thought and tempered through the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution are determined to better fulfil their proletarian internationalist duty and, together with the people of the whole world, carry the struggle against imperialism, modern revisionism and all reaction through to the end.

We firmly support the heroic Albanian people in their struggle against imperialism and revisionism!

We firmly support the heroic Vietnamese people in carrying their war against U.S. aggression and for national salvation through to the end!

We firmly support the Laotian people in their just struggle against U.S. imperialism and the reactionaries of Thailand!

We firmly support the Palestinian people and the other Arab people in their just struggle against U.S. imperialism and Zionism!

We firmly support the Asian, African and Latin American peoples in their struggle for liberation!

We firmly support the revolutionary struggles of the peoples of Western Europe, North America, Oceania and other parts of the world!

We are determined to liberate Taiwan!

We will firmly unite, fight and win victory together with the revolutionary people of all countries and with all revolutionary Marxist-Leninist Parties!
Long live the great unity of the people of the world!
Long live the great unity of the people of all nationalities of China!
Long live the great People's Republic of China!
Long live the great, glorious and correct Communist Party of China!
Long live invincible Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought!
Long live our great leader Chairman Mao! A long, long life to Chairman Mao!
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Editorial of Renmin Ribao, Hongqi and Jiefangjun Bao (October 1, 1969)

The People's Republic of China personally founded by our great leader Chairman Mao has been marching courageously along the socialist road for twenty years already. Today, in the new upsurge of the socialist revolution and socialist construction which has emerged since the Ninth National Congress of our Party, the
people of all nationalities of our country, full of revolutionary pride in victory, warmly celebrate this great and glorious festival and wish our great leader Chairman Mao a long, long life!

On the eve of the birth of the People's Republic of China, Chairman Mao pointed out:

*Once China's destiny is in the hands of the people, China, like the sun rising in the east, will illuminate every corner of the land with a brilliant flame, swiftly clean up the mire left by the reactionary government, heal the wounds of war and build a new, powerful and prosperous people's republic worthy of the name.*

The course of history has fully borne out the correctness of this scientific Marxist-Leninist prediction of Chairman Mao's.

Chairman Mao has emphasized:

*To sum up our experience and concentrate it into one point, it is: the people's democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the working class (through the Communist Party) and based upon the alliance of workers and peasants.*

The people's democratic dictatorship of the People's Republic of China is the dictatorship of the proletariat. The twenty years since the founding of the People's Republic of China are twenty years of struggle for the consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the building of the socialist New China. In the course of the twenty years' struggle, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party with Chairman Mao as its leader, we have firmly relied on the working class, the poor and lower-middle peasants and the People's Liberation Army, united all the forces that can be united with, smashed the aggression, subversion and sabotage on the part of imperialism headed by the United
States, social-imperialism and reactionaries abroad, smashed the harassing activities of the Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang and scored great victories in the socialist revolution and socialist construction, and thus brought about unprecedented, tremendous changes in the look of our motherland.

Under the guidance of Mao Tsetung Thought, the proletariat and the broad masses of people who have taken their destiny into their own hands, using the state machine of the dictatorship of the proletariat, have carried forward the socialist revolution step by step, waged struggles against the bourgeoisie economically, politically, ideologically and organizationally, and constantly consolidated and expanded the socialist positions.

Guided by Chairman Mao's teachings, we have carried forward the revolutionary tradition of maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in our own hands, relying on our own efforts and working hard and building the country through diligence and frugality, and found the way for developing the socialist industry, agriculture, national defence and science and culture with greater, faster, better and more economical results. With the rapid development of socialist production, the living standards of the working people have been raised. Through the concerted efforts of the working people in their hundreds of millions, our motherland has been built into a completely new socialist country with initial prosperity. The dark, poor and backward old China ruled by imperialism and its running dogs is gone forever.

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, personally initiated and led by Chairman Mao and with the participation of hundreds of millions of people, has shattered the bourgeois headquarters headed by the renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi, smashed their plot to restore the dictatorship of the bour-
geoisie, cleared out the handful of renegades, enemy agents and absolutely unrepentant capitalist-roaders who had wormed their way into the Party, and criticized the bourgeoisie and revisionism in a penetrating way. As a result, Chairman Mao's thinking on continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat has found its way deep into the hearts of the people, and the dictatorship of the proletariat has been effectively consolidated.

Today, socialist China has become the reliable friend of the oppressed people and nations all over the world and a powerful political force against imperialism and revisionism in the present era. We feel most proud of our great socialist motherland which is thriving with each passing day! We warmly hail the great victory of Mao Tsetung Thought!

The historical experience in the last twenty years teaches us that the fundamental question of the socialist revolution and socialist construction is the question of consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat, the question of leadership, that is to say, the question of whether the leadership of the Party and state is to be in the hands of Marxists or of revisionists. The consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat is the basic guarantee for our country to advance along the socialist road. At the First Plenary Session of the Ninth Central Committee of our Party, Chairman Mao pointed out:

Unite for one purpose, that is, the consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat. This must be fully achieved in every factory, village, office and school.

Chairman Mao issued this great call after profoundly summing up the historical experience over the last twenty years. Our task is to continue to implement Chairman Mao's call and further consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat poli-
cally, ideologically, economically and organizationally.

For the further consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat, serious attention must be paid to further strengthening and perfecting the three-in-one revolutionary committees at all levels. All revolutionary committees and all cadres must maintain close ties with the masses, have confidence in them, rely on them and bring their revolutionary creative spirit into full play. All revolutionary cadres must share weal and woe with the masses of the people and serve them wholeheartedly; they must persist in taking part in collective productive labour, do a good job of grasping typical cases and get rid of bureaucracy and other tendencies of divorcing themselves from the masses. Deep-going and constant ideological and political work should be done among the masses and erroneous tendencies be rectified through reasoning and appropriate criticism so as to strengthen unity. As for the class enemies at home and abroad and the handful of bad elements hiding among the masses, full vigilance must be maintained against them. So long as we act on Chairman Mao’s teachings, carry out the Party’s policies in an all-round way and do meticulous work, we certainly can, under the leadership of the Party, bring all positive factors into full play and unite the overwhelming majority of people so as to greatly strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat and the broad masses of other working people over the handful of class enemies and speed up the socialist construction in our country.

For the further consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat, we must further develop the mass movement for the living study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought and firmly grasp revolutionary mass criticism in the course of struggle-criticism-transformation and carry the socialist revolution in the sphere
of the superstructure through to the end. Leading comrades at all levels must conscientiously study and implement Chairman Mao’s teachings on the correct handling of the two types of contradictions different in nature and sum up and firmly bear in mind the rich experience in handling the two types of contradictions during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution has dealt a heavy blow at the ideologies of all exploiting classes. However, we must realize that the struggle between the socialist road and the capitalist road runs through the entire historical period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Utilizing every moment their influence in the ideological sphere and resorting to different tactics, the overthrown exploiting classes continue to spread their poison, try to corrupt our cadres and try to win over the masses in the struggle with the proletariat. Though suffering defeat politically, the handful of class enemies will still try to undermine the socialist foundation economically. This is a protracted struggle. We must arm the broad masses with Mao Tsetung Thought, carry on revolutionary mass criticism in a deep-going and sustained way and conscientiously grasp the class struggle in the political, ideological and cultural spheres as well as in the economic sphere. In this struggle, we must further consolidate the leadership of the proletariat, consolidate and develop the socialist ownership, develop the socialist productive forces, give full play to the creativeness and wisdom of the masses of the people and propel industrial and agricultural production and science and technology to advance still more swiftly.

The dictatorship of the proletariat is effected through the leadership of the Communist Party. The whole Party, the whole army and the people of the whole country should rally closely around the Central Committee of the Party with
Chairman Mao as its leader and Vice-Chairman Lin as its deputy leader, and use Mao Tsetung Thought to attain **unity in thinking, policy, plan, command and action.** We must conscientiously carry out the work of consolidating and building the Party. Communist Party members must keep to the Party spirit of the proletariat and to the Party policy, and must completely discard the erroneous ideas and style of work which run counter to the interests of the proletariat and the broad masses of the people; any Party member who does otherwise is not worthy of the honoured title of Communist. All revolutionary masses should strengthen their consciousness of the Party, accept the leadership of the Party, cherish and support the revolutionary committees, support the People's Liberation Army and make new contributions to consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat and stepping up the socialist construction.

In dealing with the dictatorship of the proletariat, Chairman Mao pointed out:

**The second function of this dictatorship is to protect our country from subversion and possible aggression by external enemies.**

U.S. imperialism, social-imperialism and their lackeys have had countless dreams of subverting the dictatorship of the proletariat in our country. Their counter-revolutionary dual tactics of armed aggression and "peaceful evolution" have all been smashed by the iron fist of the great Chinese people and Chinese People's Liberation Army. In order to extricate themselves from their difficulties both at home and abroad, U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism, which are in an impasse, are now intensifying their collaboration and wildly plotting to launch wars of aggression against China and they have even spread talk for nuclear blackmail against China. We tell you frankly:
We have seen through this sort of tricks of yours — it is nothing to us! You vainly attempt to instigate the remnant counter-revolutionary forces to restore capitalism and hope that Liu Shao-chi and his gang of counter-revolutionaries will come to power again; this is simply day-dreaming and madness. Your futile attempts to organize rebellions in our border areas will only enable the revolutionary people of all nationalities in our country to become more clear-sighted, eliminate enemy agents and thoroughly wipe out the rebels. By vainly trying to launch armed aggression, you will only plunge yourselves into the escape-proof net of a great, just people’s war against aggression. Your nuclear blackmail will never intimidate the indomitable Chinese people; it will only shatter your already very shaky nerves and serve to arouse the people in your own countries and in the rest of the world to condemn and oppose you, and reduce you to ashes in the flames of anger of the revolutionary people. Even if you resort to all your perverse actions, you will be lifting a rock only to drop it on your own feet and greatly hastening your own destruction. There is no other way for you.

Armed with Mao Tsetung Thought and tempered in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the Chinese people are invincible. The Chinese People’s Liberation Army, founded and led personally by Chairman Mao and commanded directly by Chairman Mao and Vice-Chairman Lin, is ever victorious. “We will not attack unless we are attacked; if we are attacked, we will certainly counter-attack.” As far as our own desire is concerned, we don’t want to fight even for a single day. Our foreign policy is consistent. We have all along held that the internal affairs of each country should be settled by its own people. We stand for the settlement of border conflicts between countries through negotiations. However, if any imperialism
or social-imperialism imposes a war on the Chinese people, we will keep them company and fight to the finish, and resolutely, thoroughly, wholly and completely wipe out all aggressors who dare to come.

People throughout China, unite and respond to Chairman Mao's great call, grasp revolution, promote production and other work and preparedness against war, maintain high revolutionary vigilance at all times, guard against surprise attacks by the enemy, keep to your work posts, and be well prepared to resolutely defend the sacred frontiers of our great motherland and completely smash the plots of aggression of U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism! We are determined to liberate our motherland's territory Taiwan!

People of the world, unite and oppose the war of aggression launched by any imperialism or social-imperialism, especially one in which atom bombs are used as weapons! If such a war breaks out, the people of the world should use revolutionary war to eliminate the war of aggression, and preparations should be made right now!

Long live the great unity of the people of the whole country!

Long live the great unity of the people of the world!

Long live the dictatorship of the proletariat!

Long live invincible Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought!

Long live our great leader Chairman Mao! A long, long life to Chairman Mao!
SLOGANS FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

1. Hail the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the great People's Republic of China!

2. Hail the great victories in the socialist revolution and socialist construction over the past twenty years!

3. Hail the great victory of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution!

4. Hail the great victory of the Ninth National Congress of the Communist Party of China!

5. Salute to the working class, poor and lower-middle peasants, Red Guards, revolutionary cadres and revolutionary intellectuals of all nationalities throughout the country! Salute to all fellow-countrymen, including overseas Chinese, who love our socialist motherland!

6. Salute to the heroic Chinese People's Liberation Army!

7. Carry out the tasks of struggle-criticism-transformation conscientiously! Further consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat!

8. Firmly grasp revolutionary mass criticism! Carry the socialist revolution through to the end!

9. Go all out, aim high and achieve greater, faster, better and more economical results in building socialism!

10. Grasp revolution, promote production and other work and preparedness against war!
11. Be prepared against war, be prepared against natural disasters, and do everything for the people!

12. Heighten our vigilance, defend the motherland! Be ready at all times to destroy the enemy intruders!

13. We are determined to liberate Taiwan!

14. Workers of all countries, unite!

15. Proletarians and oppressed people and nations of the world, unite!

16. Down with U.S. imperialism! Down with Soviet revisionist social-imperialism! Down with the reactionaries of all countries!

17. Firmly support the heroic Albanian people in their struggle against imperialism and revisionism!

18. Firmly support the heroic Vietnamese people in carrying their war against U.S. aggression and for national salvation through to the end!

19. Firmly support the Palestinian people and the people of all Arab countries in their just struggle against U.S. imperialism and Zionism!

20. Firmly support the Asian, African and Latin American peoples in their struggle for liberation! Firmly support the revolutionary struggles of the peoples of Western Europe, North America, Oceania and other parts of the world!

21. Salute to the genuine Marxist-Leninist fraternal Parties and organizations of various countries!

22. People of the world, unite and oppose the war of aggression launched by any imperialism or social-imperialism, especially one in which atom bombs are used as weapons! If such a war breaks out, the people of the world should use revolutionary war to eliminate the war of aggression, and
preparations should be made right now!

23. Long live the victory of Chairman Mao’s proletarian revolutionary line!

24. Long live the great People’s Republic of China!

25. Long live the great unity of the people of all nationalities of China!

26. Long live the great unity of the people of the world!

27. Long live the great, glorious and correct Communist Party of China!

28. Long live invincible Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought!

29. Long live our great leader Chairman Mao! A long, long life to Chairman Mao!

(Published in Renmin Ribao, September 17, 1969)
为进一步巩固无产阶级专政而斗争
——庆祝中华人民共和国成立二十周年
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